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Abstract

The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine has been linked to a 
number of serious adverse reactions. The range of symptoms 
is diverse and they develop in a multi-layered manner over 
an extended period of time. The argument for the safety and 
effectiveness of the HPV vaccine overlooks the following flaws: 
(i) no consideration is given to the genetic basis of autoimmune
diseases, and arguments that do not take this into account
cannot assure the safety of the vaccine; (ii) the immune evasion
mechanisms of HPV, which require the HPV vaccine to maintain
an extraordinarily high antibody level for a long period of time
for it to be effective, are disregarded; and (iii) the limitations of
effectiveness of the vaccine. We also discuss various issues that
came up in the course of developing, promoting and distributing
the vaccine, as well as the pitfalls encountered in monitoring
adverse events and epidemiological verification.

Introduction

In this paper, we review the adverse reactions following 
human papilloma virus (hPv) vaccination in Japan, and the 
measures taken by the ministry of health, Labour and Welfare 
(mhLW) (1) to withdraw active recommendation of the 
vaccine. These measures triggered domestic and international 
controversy. We also discuss various problems that occurred 
while developing, promoting and distributing the vaccine; 
the pitfalls encountered in monitoring adverse events and 
epidemiological verification; and the influence of big pharma 
on healthcare policy and research.

I. Overview of the HPV vaccine issue in Japan

hPv vaccines were approved later in Japan than in the 
western countries (October 2009 for Cervarix, and July 2011 
for gardasil). The vaccination rate was initially low. however, 
after a campaign for the promotion of the vaccine, which 
led to government subsidisation of the cost of the vaccine in 
november 2010, the vaccination rate increased exponentially. 
This was followed by an unexpected increase in reports of 
adverse events (AEs). Importantly, these vaccines gave rise 
to a large number of serious AEs. Table 1 shows the number 
of reports of serious AEs/adverse drug reactions (ADRs), 
defined according to the ICh E2A guidelines (2), submitted 
with respect to hPv vaccines by vaccine manufacturers and 
medical professionals at the end of february 2016 (3). These 
numbers far exceed those for other vaccines, even if one allows 
for the probability that vigilance would be higher for a newly 
introduced vaccine than an older, time-tested one (4,5) (fig. 1). 
As these data have been compiled from voluntary reports, the 
actual incidence of AEs may well be far higher (6,7).

Table 1 
Reports of serious AEs/ADRs of HPV vaccines in Japan (3)

Vaccines Total 
dose*

Total 
number of 
inoculated 

persons*

Serious AE/ADR reports

from 
mAh

from medical 
institutes

Cervarix 6,998,266 2,590,000 835 448

gardasil 1,924,121 800,000 124 165

*Estimated from sales data

Note: AE: adverse event; ADR: adverse drug reaction; MAH: marketing 
authorisation holder

Observation period: December 2009–February 2016 (Cervarix),August 
2011–February2016 (Gardasil)

Other key features of the ADRs reported with hPv vaccines 
are the diversity of the symptoms and their development 
in a multi-layered manner over an extended period of time. 
The ADRs include complex, multi-system symptoms, such 
as seizures; disturbance of consciousness; systemic pain, 
including headache, myalgia, arthralgia, back pain and 
other pain; motor dysfunction, such as paralysis, muscular 
weakness, exhaustion and involuntary movements; numbness 
and sensory disturbances; autonomic symptoms, including 
dizziness, hypotension, tachycardia, nausea, vomiting and 
diarrhoea; respiratory dysfunction, including dyspnoea and 
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asthma; endocrine disorders, such as menstrual disorder 
and hypermenorrhoea; hypersensitivity to light and sound; 
psychological symptoms, such as anxiety, frustration, 
hallucinations and overeating; higher brain dysfunction 
and cognitive impairments, including memory impairment, 
disorientation and loss of concentration; and sleep disorders, 
including hypersomnia and sudden sleep attacks. In some 
cases, these symptoms impair learning and result in extreme 
fatigue and decreased motivation, having a negative impact on 
everyday life (8–11). The situation in Japan is similar to that in 
other countries which have also reported a specific cluster of 
serious and complex symptoms that develop across multiple 
body systems over an extended period of time (12,13).

The reason why hPv vaccines cause these characteristic 
adverse effects remains to be studied in the future, but one 
of the most plausible explanations is that these vaccines are 
designed to maintain an extremely high antibody titre over a 
long period of time. since prolonged inflammatory reactions 
associated with infection are known to cause autoimmune 
diseases and worsening of autoimmune reactions (14), long-
time antigen stimulation with hPv vaccines might also induce 
complex autoimmune reactions via a mechanism similar to 
that seen with prolonged infection.

Individuals who experienced ADRs following hPv vaccination 
established a voluntary liaison organisation to facilitate 
communication with others who also experienced ADRs in 
Japan. When these ADRs were reported in the mass media, 
hPv vaccination became a major social issue. In response to 
the negative press surrounding hPv vaccination, the mhLW 
withdrew its active recommendation in June 2013 on the 
grounds of “an undeniable causal relationship between 
persistent pain and the vaccination”(1). As a result, the 
inoculation rate for the vaccine decreased rapidly [from 80% 
at its peak to less than 1% at present (15)]. In response to this 
change, proponents of the hPv vaccine initiated a push-back 
campaign and began actively lobbying the government.

On January 20, 2014, the expert advisory committee 
established by the mhLW (16) presented the view that the 

diverse pain and motor dysfunctions experienced by many 
individuals after hPv vaccination comprised psychosomatic 
reactions to anxiety or stimulatory pain caused by needle 
injection, and were not due to any components of the 
vaccine itself. however, doctors and researchers who 
examined patients with post-vaccination symptoms arrived 
at a completely different conclusion, highlighting both the 
characteristic symptoms and course, which are difficult to 
explain as psychosomatic reactions (9–11).

Thus, the safety of the hPv vaccine remains far from certain 
in Japan, justifying the public’s strong distrust. Recognising 
the potentially negative influence of these events on public 
opinion in other countries, pharmaceutical companies initiated 
a counter-intervention strategy through public and private 
organisations, such as the World health Organisation(WhO).
The global Advisory Committee on vaccine safety (gACvs), 
one of the WhO’s advisory committees, claimed it had “not 
found any safety issue that would alter its recommendations 
for the use of the vaccine” and criticised the mhLW’s decision 
to withdraw active recommendation (17).

Despite these obstacles, in July 2016, a victims’ group filed a 
multi-plaintiff lawsuit in the district courts of Tokyo, nagoya, 
Osaka and fukuoka against the Japanese government and 
the two pharmaceutical companies that had produced 
these vaccines. furthermore, in December of the same year, 
additional victims joined the multi-plaintiff lawsuit, bringing 
the total number of plaintiffs to 119 (18).

so far, we have reviewed the adverse reactions to hPv vaccines 
and the measures taken by the mhLW in Japan that provoked 
controversy both in Japan and abroad. In the next section, we 
discuss the safety and efficacy of the hPv vaccines promoted 
by the WhO and other organisations, and identify a flaw in the 
basis of their arguments in favour of the vaccines.

II. The problem with the HPV vaccine: refuting the 
GACVS statement (19)

a. Safety issues

Investigation by the MHLW

Regarding Japan, the gACvs statement (17) says that 
“review of clinical data by the national expert committee 
led to a conclusion that symptoms were not related to the 
vaccine”. however, there are major problems with the expert 
committee’s investigation (16).

The most serious problem is that very few members of the 
committee actually examined patients with post-vaccination 
symptoms. The committee’s investigation focused exclusively 
on pain and motor dysfunction, and ignored many other 
diverse symptoms that have been observed. further, cases 
in which adverse events occurred more than a month after 
vaccination were excluded from consideration on the ground 
that most adverse effects of vaccines occur within one month 
of vaccination. however, subsequent studies have clarified that 
symptoms commonly appear even after a considerable period 
of time has elapsed since vaccination (9–11).

Fig. 1: Severe ADRs from HPV vaccines and other vaccines in Japan. 
Data sourced from the national adverse events following immunisation 
(AEFI) registry in 2013–2016. (ADRs/106inoculations)(4,5)
BCG: Bacillus Calmette–Guerin; DPT: diphtheria–pertussis–tetanus
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The methods used for determining psychosomatic reactions 
to be the cause of symptoms are also open to question (16). 
The expert advisory committee proposed four hypotheses 
regarding the pathophysiology of post-vaccination symptoms: 
(i) neurological disorder, (ii) intoxication, (iii) immunological 
reaction, and (iv) psychosomatic reaction. Those cases which 
do not conform to the committee’s criteria for (i)–(iii) were 
regarded as having no causal relationship with the hPv 
vaccine. however, since the definition of the psychosomatic 
response is ambiguous and the diagnosis is exclusively made 
by the subjective judgement of the doctor, many cases are 
diagnosed as psychosomatic reactions.

support for the expert advisory committee’s conclusion is far 
from universal. Doctors and researchers who actually examined 
patients with post-vaccination symptoms pointed out that it 
is difficult to explain all symptoms as psychosomatic reactions 
on the basis of the results of experiments and case reports 
(8–11, 20–22). Prior to investigating hPv vaccine-associated 
neuro-immunopathy (hAns), a new disease concept proposed 
by nishioka (22),Yokota et al excluded from their survey 
all individuals who exhibited any physical/psychological 
abnormality before the vaccination (9). Thus, the survey design 
further strengthened the conclusion that the psychosomatic 
response could not account for the majority of the AEs of the 
hPv vaccine, as claimed by the committee.

further, as 11 of the 15 members of the expert advisory 
committee have conflicts of interest with vaccine 
manufacturers, the public is justified in requesting that a more 
diverse range of scientists reviews the relevant data (23). Thus, 
the safety of the hPv vaccine remains far from certain in Japan, 
justifying the public’s strong concerns. Outside Japan, Jefferson 
et al (24) and gøtzsche et al (25) also expressed concern about 
the nature and quality of regulation of the hPv vaccine by the 
European medicine Agency.

Criticism of the evidence for safety mentioned in the GACVS 
statement

Regarding the safety of the hPv vaccine, the gACvs claimed in 
its statement that it had not found any safety issues warranting 
an alteration in its recommendations for the use of the vaccine, 
and criticised Japan for stopping the active promotion of hPv 
vaccination (17). however, the studies (26–31) cited by the 
gACvs as evidence for the vaccine’s safety raise the following 
fundamental questions.

i) Genetic basis of autoimmunity

Among the pathophysiological mechanisms related to adverse 
reactions after vaccination, the involvement of autoimmunity is 
one of the most probable. The various mechanisms suggested 
with regard to autoimmune diseases include: molecular 
mimicry (32), in which a foreign antigen shares structural 
similarities with self-antigen; the disruption of essential 
mechanisms in central and peripheral immune tolerance 
(33); and human endogenous retroviruses genes producing 
functional proteins or developing antibodies against the 
individual’s own proteins (34).

Although the aetiology has not been fully elucidated, most 
autoimmune diseases are complex polygenic conditions, 
in which the affected individual inherits multiple genetic 
polymorphisms that contribute to disease susceptibility, and 
these genes interact with environmental factors to cause the 
disease. It is a well-known fact that some human leucocyte 
antigen alleles occur at a higher frequency in patients with 
certain autoimmune diseases than in the general population 
(35).

At present, what is claimed to be the primary evidence for 
the safety of the hPv vaccine is that there is no statistically 
significant difference in the incidence of autoimmune diseases 
among vaccinated females and unvaccinated females or 
the general population. however, since the proportion of 
genetically susceptible people in the general population is 
very small and limited, simple comparisons of the incidence 
of autoimmune diseases between those who have been 
vaccinated and a control (unvaccinated) group are likely to 
show no significant difference. Arguments that do not take 
this into account cannot assure the safety of the vaccine. The 
baseline prevalence of many autoimmune diseases is relatively 
low. Thus, careful large-scale post-marketing surveillance 
that takes into account the immunological characteristics 
of individual patients is required to scientifically verify the 
relationship between vaccination and autoimmune diseases 
(36).

ii) Coding and the loss of important information

In drug regulatory agencies and the pharmaceutical industry, 
all AEs in a patient’s medical record are coded for computer 
processing and thus, details contained in the raw data are 
“lost”. As a result, the clinical significance and extent of drug 
risk are masked(37,38). This process results in a kind of 
circular reasoning, in which post-vaccination symptoms are 
isolated and analysed retrospectively within the framework 
of the existing disease concepts, instead of being viewed 
comprehensively.

iii) Paradigm shift

hPv is equipped with various immune evasion mechanisms, 
which could cause the immune system to become more 
tolerant to the infection, creating a microenvironment 
susceptible to further infection and facilitating the progression 
of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIn). To counteract these 
immune evasion mechanisms, the hPv vaccine is designed to 
maintain an extraordinarily high level of antibodies for more 
than a decade (39, 40). This moves the hPv vaccine out of the 
paradigm of “vaccine” as it is conventionally understood. These 
unique characteristics of the hPv vaccine make it essential to 
conduct a more thorough evaluation of its safety.

b. Effectiveness

While the gACvs statement claims that “the impact of 
hPv vaccines on hPv-related clinical outcomes, including 
pre-cancerous lesions, is well established”, in actuality, the 
effectiveness of the hPv vaccine is quite limited, as discussed 
below.
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first, the only verified effect of the hPv vaccine is a preventive 
effect on pre-cancerous lesions (specifically CIn); the 
preventive effect on cervical cancer itself has not been 
established. The effects of the vaccines currently approved in 
Japan (Cervarix and gardasil) on pre-cancerous lesions have 
been demonstrated only in the cases of hPv 16 and 18, which, 
according to the most reliable studies, represent only 50% of 
cervical cancer cases in Japan (41).

further, 10% or fewer cases of high-risk hPv infection result 
in persistent infection that can cause cancer, while the large 
majority of any pre-cancerous lesions (CIn) that do develop 
resolve before becoming cancerous (42, 43). Therefore, only 
0.15% of individuals infected with high-risk hPv develop 
(invasive) cancer (44, 45). Even if cancer develops, regular 
check-ups can help to detect it at an early stage and 
appropriate treatment (surgery, radiation and drug therapy) 
saves many lives. On the basis of these facts, the promotion 
of educational activity that emphasises the importance 
of screening and early detection, as well as the creation of 
an environment in which women feel more comfortable 
undergoing Pap testing, would be far more effective at 
preventing cervical cancer than would pressuring teenage girls 
to receive the existing hPv vaccination, with all its problems.

The proponents of the hPv vaccines claim that they are 98%–
100% effective in preventing cervical cancer. In reality, however, 
the absolute risk reduction (ARR) provided by hPv vaccines 
is, at most, 0.1%–0.7%, on the basis of calculations using the 
existing data (46). further, this indicates only the reduction in 
the risk of developing pre-cancerous lesions, while the risk of 
developing cervical cancer remains unknown.

The promotion of screening for cervical cancer is another 
important measure against cervical cancer. for a long time 
now, attention has been drawn to the low screening rate for 
cervical cancer in Japan compared to the western countries. In 
particular, young women with no experience of pregnancy are 
reluctant to undergo gynaecological examinations in Japan. 
Access to examinations by female doctors and an acceptance 
of self-sampling would undoubtedly increase the screening 
rates. In fact, the promotion of screening for cervical cancer 
significantly reduced the age-adjusted incidence of invasive 
cervical cancer in the UK (47).

III. Structural flaws: an ethics viewpoint

In the previous sections, we discussed various issues regarding 
the safety and effectiveness of the hPv vaccine. It is now 
appropriate to ask how such questionable vaccines have 
come into widespread use. The answer, at least with respect to 
Japan, can be found in a structural flaw, combined specifically 
with the following factors: (i) aggressive promotion by the 
pharmaceutical industry, (ii) trade negotiations by economic 
superpowers, and (iii) contemporary medicine, which is 
characterised by overconfidence in technology and a lack of 
humility with respect to listening to patients’ complaints.

a. Immunisation Act and HPV vaccine promotion by 
manufacturers

following the enactment of the Immunisation Act in Japan 
in 1948, numerous lawsuits were filed in response to vaccine-
related injuries. This resulted in the establishment of a 
compensation system for victims and the amendment of the 
relevant laws and regulations. At present, vaccines are divided 
into three categories, as shown in Table 2(48).

According to the definitions in the Act, a vaccine for individual 
protection, such as the hPv vaccine, should be classified as an 
“optional” vaccination, which is solely the individual’s choice. 
however, due to lobbying activities, the hPv vaccine was 
approved as a vaccine to be administered at public expense, 
and was included in the category “Routine vaccination A”. 
since it was recommended by the government, individuals felt 
obligated to receive the hPv vaccine.

The Japanese Expert Board for the Eradication of Cervical 
Cancer (49), one of the most powerful lobbying organisations 
in Japan, was founded in november 2008, around the time the 
hPv vaccine was being reviewed for approval. The executive 
members of various medical academic societies joined this 
group and exerted considerable influence on the legislative 
process, as well as on public administration and the shaping of 
public opinion.

Table 2 
Vaccination and legal categorisation

Category
Responsibility

of individual
Vaccination

Routine 
vaccination A

Duty to make 
effort to receive 
vaccination

hib, pneumococcal, BCg, 
diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, 
polio, measles, rubella, varicella, 
hPv, hB, Japanese

Encephalitis

Routine 
vaccination B

no particular 
social duty

Influenza (for elderly), 
pneumococcal

Optional 
vaccination

Discretion of 
individual

Pneumococcal (for adults), 
rotavirus,etc.

According to information obtained by medwatcher Japan(50) 
under the Transparency Guideline for the Relation between 
Corporate Activities and Medical Institutions (51) of the Japan 
Pharmaceutical manufacturers Association, the funds received 
by the Expert Board from vaccine manufacturers amounted 
to ¥73,500,000 (¥35,000,000 in 2012 and ¥38,500,000 in 2013). 
In addition, the secretary of the Expert Board was found to 
have been working at glaxosmithKline Co. as the Director 
of marketing for vaccines for up to eight months prior to 
the launch of Cervarix. These facts strongly suggest that the 
activity of the Expert Board was not altruistic, but was actually 
disguised promotion(52).

b. Pressure from outside Japan

The promotion of the hPv vaccine during Japan–Us trade 
negotiationshas also created pressure on Japan to adopt the 
vaccine. for many years, the promotion of vaccination has been 
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one of the most pressing requirements in trade negotiations 
with the Us, Japan’s most important trading partner (53, 54). 
The Center for strategic and International studies, a civilian 
think tank that is part of the Us military–industrial complex, 
criticised the indecisiveness of Japan’s government in reports 
issued in may 2014 and April 2015, reflecting the irritation of 
Us industries (55,56).

c. Medical professionals forgetting their role

Basic defects inherent in the medical community underlie the 
issue of the hPv vaccine. In 2004, sheldon Krimsky pointed out 
the increasing influence of commercialism in academic science 
and biomedical research in his book, Science in the private 
interest (57). he wrote, “…the mix of science and commerce 
continues to erode the ethical standards of research and 
diminish public confidence in its results. “In the 13 years since 
the publication of the book, his warning has become a reality 
everywhere in the world, not only in the UsA. Originally, public 
health and pharmaco-epidemiology were the scientific fields 
that aimed to protect the health of individual patients and the 
public. however, the current reality is very far from the ideal.

science is now misused to protect the interests of the 
pharmaceutical industry, and has been used to deny the causal 
relationship between the drug and its adverse reactions. 
many researchers and experts are attempting to exclude 
inconvenient truths from consideration. “The taxonomy of 
diseases represents the nearest science has got to nature, but 
it remains a theoretical construct. It is the theory that should 
be discounted when the patient’s symptoms refuse to fit, not 
the patient’s account of the reality of their experience.”(58, 
59) This means that doctors must be more humble and 
scientifically honest. Today’s diagnostics and therapeutics were 
created by listening to patients’ voices and conducting careful 
examinations. It is irresponsible to dismiss a patient’s complaint 
as a psychogenic reaction or a general phenomenon among 
young women without conducting a thorough examination.

IV. Considerations for solving problems

As described in section III, the introduction of hPv vaccination 
in Japan was promoted with an emphasis on commercial 
interests rather than as a public health need. This situation 
is not unique to Japan and has also been observed in other 
countries. In Australia, for example, despite the considerable 
doubts of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 
about the gardasil vaccine, the committee’s decision to reject 
the addition of gardasil to the national vaccination schedule 
was hurriedly overturned, following political interference 
and lobbying by other vested interests (60).In the UsA, merck 
& Co, Inc promoted legislation to mandate hPv vaccination 
for school attendance by serving as an information resource, 
lobbying legislators, drafting legislation, mobilising female 
legislators and physicians’ organisations, conducting consumer 
marketing campaigns, and filling gaps in access to the vaccine. 
Legislators relied heavily on merck for scientific information 
(61).The responsibility to prove the efficacy and safety of 
a vaccine lies with the pharmaceutical companies, and the 

government is expected to monitor and guide these efforts. 
The current situation in which commercial interests drive 
government policy must be corrected from a medical ethics 
perspective.

At present, Japan is one of the few countries in which 
the active recommendation of hPv vaccination has been 
temporarily stopped; the regulatory authorities in other 
countries have not changed their policies. Although various 
groups of victims of vaccination have collaborated on wide-
ranging activities in these countries, the regulatory authorities 
have not yet admitted the causal relationship between the 
vaccines and the victims’ health injuries.

The Japanese government’s decision to stop actively 
recommending hPv vaccination has, to an extent, encouraged 
regulators and patients in other countries to question the 
value of hPv vaccination. Japan’s efforts to stop active 
recommendation might have been successful because of its 
historical background of cases of environmental pollution 
and drug-induced suffering (minamata disease, thalidomide, 
smOn, dura mater graft-associated Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, 
hIv transmitted by contaminated blood products, etc), which 
occurred during the post-war period of rapid economic 
growth. In the multi-plaintiff suits that followed the instances 
of environmental pollution and drug-induced suffering, the 
plaintiff groups sought not only compensation for damages, 
but also institutional reform and revisions to the law to prevent 
the repetition of the same mistakes (62).

This historical background has created a situation in which 
the mass media and regulators cannot easily ignore the 
victims’ complaints about the side-effects of new vaccines. It 
is here that we may find a clue on how to solve this problem. 
It is necessary to enhance transparency at every step of the 
approval process for pharmaceutical products, from new-drug 
development to post-marketing surveillance. At the same 
time, it is crucial to strengthen the management of conflicts 
of interest, and develop a system by which citizens can 
participate directly and have a voice in the planning of public 
health policy(63–65).
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Abstract:

Vaccines are a widely accepted public health intervention. 

They are also a profitable tool for pharmaceutical companies 

manufacturing vaccines. There are many vaccines in the pipeline, 

for various diseases, or as combination vaccines for several 

diseases. However, there is also a growing concern about vaccines 

and the manner in which they are developed and approved by the 
authorities. Approvals are fast tracked and adverse events and 
serious adverse events following vaccination are seldom reported 
once the vaccine gets its marketing approval. Thus, vaccines have 
been clouded with many controversies and their use as a public 
health tool to prevent diseases is constantly under challenge. 

Public health and human rights have an intrinsic link, and any 
public health programme can be successful if the rights of people 
are respected, and upheld. A routine or compulsory vaccine 
programme tends to ignore rights of people that augment the 
legal and ethical issues relating to vaccinations. This article aims 
to identify the legal and ethical issues in the development of 
vaccines and in vaccination processes.  




